ALBA CARITAS: towards a Charity for WHITES
Use the following venues as an opportunity to indoctrinate clients with Pro-White values
Housing Program:
-providing rooms for homeless people or people in financial hardship to enable a
transition to independence
-discount housing for Whites provided by owners of rooming houses, apartment blocks,
etc.
Employment and Apprenticeship:
-providing connections to Whites only and enabling poor Whites to build skills and
obtain certification in a trade and using them to assist or enable others thereby increasing
the number of skilled Whites who would contribute to the cause
Foodbank:
- Whites with superfluous(older or unneeded food) can donate
-secretly provide poached game to Whites for better quality nourishment
-weekend or even daily dinner gatherings presenting lectures to them in a ceremonial
atmosphere and for special seasonal ‘pagan’ or traditional White holidays(such as
Easter,etc.)
Tutoring Service:
-providing lectures to the poor and personal assistance in necessary subjects(eg.
Computers; trades; sciences,etc.)

Personal Training/Health Advice:
-give free health and physical fitness instruction and allow the use of a personal gym
such as a ‘muscle beach’ style layout at a playground or outdoors setting(yard,etc.)
Babysitting Service:
-provide free daycare to White children to enable them to escape the horrors of
integrated daycare
-also take trips to monuments, museums and parks enabling the White children to spend
time outdoors
White Scouts:
- establish a ‘White Scouts’ organization along the same lines as the HitlerJugend to
develop discipline, teach skills (such as bushcraft and orienteering) and indoctrinate the
youth with better values
Mental Health & Counselling:
-assisting people to get off drugs and coping with the jewish tyranny and its
psychological affects
In all of the above the aim should be to inculcate the values of the Pro-White cause into
the recipient and perhaps have them perform various activist functions voluntarily or to
read various pamphlets and be given references to literature that instills such values. The
aim should be to emphasize that the charity exists solely to help White people become
better people and to help other Whites become better people.

